
Egger PerfectSense Topmatt 
 The hard-wearing matt laminate
for horizontal surfaces.



The laminate PerfectSense Topmatt is well suited for areas 
where matt design and high resistance to stress need to be 
skilfully combined. In addition to worktops, tabletops, and 
desktops, this also includes shelves, furniture fronts, and 
door elements.

Areas of application

PerfectSense Topmatt
laminate looks impressive, is
scratch-resistant and hard
wearing. It is ideal for horizontal
surfaces, especially those exposed
to heavy use.

Smooth and warm to the touch,
the supermatt surface also features 
advanced anti-fingerprint 
properties. This combination 
makes the laminate PerfectSense 
Topmatt unique and universally 
applicable.

Topmatt 
looks good for longer.



EGGER PerfectSense Topmatt laminate is a 
decorative laminate (HGS type) based on curable 
resins. The upper paper level is lacquered 
through a special production process and then 
cured using electron beams.

PerfectSense from EGGER 
PerfectSense stands for the premium category of high-gloss and matt materials from EGGER. In addition 
to the above mentioned stock variants, you also get lacquered boards in the same decor and texture, 
laminates PerfectSense Matt for surfaces exposed to less stress, as well as matching edging. 

Stock range 
These 9 PerfectSense Topmatt laminates are available from stock 
in a 2 800 × 1 310 × 0.8 mm format, starting at one sheet.

Decor overview

Range of products

Product structure

U702 PT
Cashmere Grey

U222 PT
Crema Beige

U961 PT
Graphite Grey

U999 PT
Black

W1000 PT
Premium White

U708 PT
Light Grey

PerfectSense Matt lacquered boards PerfectSense Matt laminate PerfectSense Topmatt laminate PerfectSense Matt edging (ABS/PMMA)

U732 PT
Dust Grey

W1100 PT
Alpine White

Decor paper

Reverse side paper

Electron beam  
cured acrylic resin  

lacquer coating

Impregnated soda 
kraft paper

 → Additional decors and formats upon request.

 → Processing advice and further information  
 available on www.egger.com/laminate

U727 PT
Stone Grey

H3711 PT Tobacco Carini WalnutH3157 PT Vicenza Oak F627 PT Dark Steel

Distributed by:

commonwealthplywood.com




